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ABSTRACT
The normative model of contextual integrity (CI) equips individuals to reason about privacy requirements and violations in online
systems. However, a subsequent step is the enforcement of CI in
online systems via privacy-management mechanisms. In this work,
we first investigate the suitability of access control, the dominant
privacy management model in online platforms, in filling this role.
We argue that access control is insufficient for enforcing CI because
it does not consider the set of expected recipients for a piece of
content. To that end, we identify the privacy model of exposure
control as an extension of access control to better enforce CI. We
discuss the effectiveness of exposure control in better enforcing CI
and describe a generic prediction-based framework for controlling
exposure in online systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Data privacy is a complicated, yet supremely important, research
domain that has taken many forms over the past century. Warren and Brandeis defined privacy as the “right to be let alone” in
their seminal 1890 article [24]. Since then, scholars have captured
different dimensions of privacy in offline world via a number of
definitions [1, 2, 13, 25]. The explosion in recent years of personal
data sharing in online platforms, especially on platforms like Facebook and Twitter, has renewed the discussion on privacy due to the
scale of data sharing (billions of pieces of content shared daily), the
type of shared information (e.g., personal opinions and pictures),
and individuals’ privacy concerns.
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Consequently, researchers have attempted to unpack the nuances of online privacy by proposing new theories [18, 20, 22]. In
particular, Nissenbaum proposed the normative model of contextual
integrity (CI ) [18]. CI captures privacy requirements and violations
based on context-sensitive norms and flows of information. In a
nutshell, CI models how data should be transmitted based on the
normative appropriateness of the flow of information. This theory
is effective in capturing nuanced and subjective aspects of online
privacy. However, while CI presents an understanding of what is
or is not a privacy violation, a subsequent step is to actually build
mechanisms for preserving privacy by enforcing CI.
Today, the dominant model for building privacy-management
mechanisms is the model of access control. In the model of access
control, users specify a list of entities who are allowed to, or denied
from, viewing particular content. Leveraging real-world case studies, we argue that although access control is effective as a first step
toward building privacy-preserving mechanisms, it fails to capture
violations of CI in crucial scenarios. Specifically, the model of access
control requires the concrete enumeration of recipients before sharing data, a task which incurs significant cognitive burden for users.
However, failure to enumerate the expected recipients exactly and
precisely can result in violations of CI.
In the context of enforcing CI, we then consider exposure control,
Mondal et al.’s recently proposed extension of the access control
model [15]. Exposure control captures the notion of expected recipients (termed the “expected exposure” of information) and contrasts
it with the actual recipients of the information to capture privacy
violations. We argue that exposure control is suitable for building
more usable CI enforcement mechanisms.
Finally, we present a generic prediction-based framework to
control exposure in online platforms. In this framework, we point
out key challenges toward building privacy mechanisms to control
the exposure of content.

2

BACKGROUND

We provide brief background on two relevant domains: the theory
of contextual integrity and the model of access control.

2.1

Privacy as contextual integrity

Contextual integrity, or CI, is a theory of privacy developed by
Nissenbaum [4, 18]. CI provides a normative model of privacy, i.e.,
CI considers what are the normal and expected behaviors related
to data flows. In this work, we focus on CI in the context of online
data sharing. CI presents four descriptive claims [18]:
(1) Privacy is preserved by appropriate flows of information.
(2) Appropriate flows of information conform to contextual information norms.
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(3) Each contextual information norm consists of five independent parameters: data subject, sender, recipient, information
type, and transmission principle.
(4) Conceptions of privacy are based on dynamic ethical concerns that evolve over time.
CI provides a framework to argue about the violation or preservation of privacy. Crucially, it allows for the evolution as well as
alteration of informational norms, such as the changes in norms
caused by the advent of online social media. The CI framework
states that for any given social context, there are informational
norms defining appropriate flows for various types of information.
Breaking these norms results in a privacy violation.
A prime example of the effectiveness of CI is to explain the
phenomenon of “privacy in public.” Users of online social media
might upload personal content (e.g., a Facebook profile picture)
that, based on its privacy settings, is accessible to everyone in the
internet. However, users might feel their privacy is violated when a
third-party crawler collects this “public” information and shares it
in easily accessible form [10]. According to CI, privacy is violated
in this case because the data collection does not conform to the
transmission principle; the user did not consent for their content
to be included in this third-party data collection.
Thus, even if content is shared with the public, there is some
notion of privacy of that information. CI gave rise to a flurry of
research in recent times to formalize CI [4], apply CI notions to understand privacy in online systems [19], and develop crowdsourced
mechanisms to build contextual norms [21]. Very recent work surveyed the computer science literature to identify the main themes
on how contextual integrity is captured in computational systems
research [5]. In contrary, we aim to understand the effectiveness of
existing data-management models in enforcing CI.

2.2

The model of access control

In online social media and other online systems, the majority of the
available privacy tools (e.g., Facebook’s audience-selector tool [8])
can be modeled by a simple access control model. Access control
requires that one enumerates the users, groups, or roles who are,
or are not, permitted to access information. However, the popularity of online social media has led to a renewed discussion about
whether access control is a satisfactory model for user privacy.
For example, in the “privacy in public” scenario, access control is
not violated (based on its privacy setting, the content was shared
publicly) despite subjective impressions that privacy was violated.
In this work, we are interested in the data-management mechanisms that online systems provide users to manage access to their
content, and thus we focus on access control. Other work [3, 9]
focuses on the orthogonal concern of protecting users’ content
from the site operator.

3

ACCESS CONTROL FOR ENFORCING CI

We examine a generic online social media site as a proxy for online systems broadly. Our scenario is that a user (or uploader) is
uploading their content to a social media site.1 The uploader is
1 In

this work, we are interested in how users can protect the privacy of content they
themselves upload. We consider how content uploaded by one user could violate the
privacy of another user out of scope.
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concerned about the privacy of their own content. In the access
control model, they manage privacy by allowing or denying access
to others by explicitly choosing whether to include those users
in an access control list. The uploader can also change the access
control settings of their uploaded content at any point of time in
the future. We start investigating the effectiveness of access control
in enforcing CI via two real-world case studies:
1. When Facebook introduced the News Feed—a feature that automatically presents updates from friends when a user logs in, as
opposed to requiring the user to visit the friends’ pages—users
objected strongly and accused Facebook of privacy violations [6].
The News Feed did not change the access control policy; all users
who could view content through the News Feed previously had
access to it. However, the change from a pull mechanism to a push
mechanism resulted in a change in the transmission principle (all
logged-in friends received the data, not only the ones who explicitly
visited the uploader’s page). This change in transmission principle
resulted in an effective change in actual recipient set, i.e. the set of
users who actually viewed the content. Thus, according to CI, the
News feed has violated a contextual informational norm.
2. The data aggregator Spokeo links together public information
from different services (e.g., government databases, social media).
While each individual piece of content that Spokeo aggregates is
publicly available, users may feel that their privacy is violated when
this information is linked. For example, Spokeo cross-references addresses with property records, allowing others to quickly estimate
someone’s wealth. In this case, there is again a violation of contextual informational norms in the form of changed transmission
principle (storing social media content automatically for further
analysis). This results in a mismatch between social media contents’
expected recipients (social connections) and actual recipients (a
data aggregator).
In each case, CI illuminates a potential privacy violation due to
a change in transmission principle and consequent change in the
actual recipient set, or the set of users who actually view the information. Concerningly, however, access control does not capture
these privacy violations.
Ineffectiveness of access control to enforce CI: Access control
captures a very basic notion of contextual integrity. Given a piece
of content, access control ensures privacy only when all five parameters of informational norms are fully specified by users a priori via
access control lists (list of users who are allowed/denied to access
content). However, enforcing contextual integrity requires additional mechanisms to help users express privacy preferences beyond
those captured by access control. For example, earlier work [19]
revealed that people have an implicit idea about how information
should flow in a platform to preserve CI (e.g., a user’s location,
although publicly posted, should perhaps only be revealed to the
people who are geographically close to the user). This observation
implies that users internally have an expected set of recipients.
To this end, we ask if there is an extension of access control
which, on top of user specified list of recipients, also take the difference between expected and actual recipient set in consideration.
This question brings us to the model of exposure control.

Enforcing Contextual Integrity With Exposure Control
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EXPOSURE CONTROL FOR ENFORCING CI

We start with a brief description of exposure control, previously
defined by Mondal et al. [15]. Let I be an item of information (e.g.,
that Alice’s date of birth is Jan 1, 1980). Informally, I ’s exposure is
defined to be the set of principals we expect to eventually learn I .
The exposure set includes principals who learn I directly from Alice
or indirectly from a third person with knowledge of I , and those
who infer I from other knowledge available to them. The exposure
of an item of information may change over time. For instance, when
a little-known website is listed on Slashdot, the set of users likely
to discover the information contained in it increases dramatically
and unexpectedly.
In the model of exposure control, a user is more likely to feel that
her privacy is violated if she is surprised by the fact that certain
people have learned the information. Specifically, a user has some
expectation about the set of people who know or are likely to learn
an item of information. Users tends to feel their privacy is violated
if the actual exposure of an item (i.e., actual recipients) includes
many more people than the expected exposure (i.e., expected recipients) [7]. Note that the expected exposure of a piece of content is an
estimation of the expected recipient set. This expected exposure set
can either be explicitly specified by user (e.g., by enumerating in an
access control list every user expected to view a piece of content) or
in a more realistic case can be predicted based on the past history
of user actions in an online system (e.g., the number of likes, shares,
comments, or views obtained in the past).

4.1

Enforcing CI by controlling exposure

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of exposure control, we
revisit the two case studies from Section 3.
1. The notion of exposure captures the changes caused by the introduction of the Facebook News Feed. Prior to its introduction, the
exposure of an item I on Alice’s profile was the number of unique
users who visit Alice’s Facebook page during I ’s lifetime, which
could be much smaller than the set of users N I with permission
to access I , particularly if the content was publicly visible. With
the News Feed, in contrast, I ’s exposure potentially includes all of
Alice’s friends, plus any user in N I who Facebook deems potentially interested in I . I is pushed to these users, who will learn I
serendipitously the next time they log into Facebook.
2. Spokeo aggregates people’s personal information, including their
name, address, data of birth, income, property value, and family tree
from different online sources, making it available and searchable
under the person’s name and place of residence. By making it far
easier to learn this information, exposure is increased.
Exposure control captures privacy violations in both of these
cases where access control fell short. Exposure control can capture these violations because it considers differences between the
uploader’s expected set of recipients and the actual set of recipients.
These case studies demonstrate that exposure control can help
to capture privacy violations not captured by access control. The
reason is that access control requires users to extensively enumerate recipients and concretely specify the transmission principle.
However, given the enormous amount of data shared online and
the ever-changing nature of social relationships, this is a daring
and often impossible task for users. Exposure control proposes to
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model the user’s expected exposure for a piece of content. Both
the expected exposure set and the informational norm parameters (specifically recipient and transmission principle set by a user)
are often rooted in the same background knowledge, namely past
user experience. Intuitively, controlling exposure provides a more
effective way than access control to enforce contextual integrity.
Furthermore, exposure control captures the idea of “privacy in
public.” CI points out that there are implicit informational norms
in users’ mental models and hence there are appropriate information flows associated with public information. Capturing this same
notion, the exposure control model points out that even for public
content (which anybody can access), the user will have an expected
exposure set in mind.
While the model of exposure control extends access control to
better capture and enforce CI, it is not a silver bullet and has a
number of limitations. Specifically, there are aspects of CI that are
still not captured by exposure control. Exposure control leverages
users’ past behavior as a proxy for a user’s mental model, yet
there are implicit contextual norms that are deeply rooted in social
processes. For example, suppose a social media user is not aware
that they are being stalked by someone they know and therefore
include the stalker in their expected exposure set. However, stalking
violates social norms and thus violates contextual integrity.

5

MANAGING PRIVACY VIA EXPOSURE

A key challenge of exposure control is how to compute content’s
expected exposure automatically. Given that expected exposure is
rooted in users’ mental models, our intuition is that past interaction
history can serve as a proxy. In this section, our goal is to propose a
general prediction-based methodology that could be broadly applied
to control the exposure of users’ information in a variety of online
systems.

5.1

Predicting exposure

Modeling and predicting the growth in popularity of information
like Facebook photos, Twitter posts, or YouTube videos [11, 12, 23]
has received significant research attention. We believe that these
prediction techniques can be leveraged to predict content’s expected exposure. These studies use empirical data of how information became popular in the past to build models for information
propagation that can predict the future popularity of similar information. The prediction models vary from very simple models
that extrapolate from the historical growth in popularity of a single piece of information to more complex models that take into
account factors including attributes of the information (e.g., quality,
type, and length of a video), historical data about the spread of
similar content, and the effectiveness of dissemination channels
(e.g., personalized recommendations or search results).

5.2

Empowering users to control exposure

Providing users with accurate exposure estimates for their information does not by itself eliminate the risk of privacy violations.
System designs need to enable users to tune the exposure to the values they desire and also build mechanisms to alert users when the
actual exposure diverges significantly from the predicted exposure.
Below, we propose mechanisms to achieve these goals.
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Tuning exposure: When a user finds that the predicted exposure
of information is different from what they desire, a user could tune
the exposure in several ways. First, they could enable or disable
one or more dissemination channels. For example, on Facebook,
they could opt out of being part of “directory or graph search.”
Second, users can resort to more expansive or restrictive access
controls to change the exposure of information. For example, to
increase the exposure of information originally shared with social
media friends, a Facebook user might choose to make it available to
friends of friends. To decrease exposure, the user might choose to
make it available to only a subset of friends. Since exposure control
is an extension of access control, by changing access controls, the
user can expand or contract the list of possible viewers and thereby
change the list of expected viewers.
Limiting divergence from predictions: Even after a user tunes
the exposure to match their expectations, unanticipated events (e.g.,
a post going viral) might cause the actual exposure to deviate significantly from the predictions. Intuitively, it is extremely difficult
for any model to predict these anomalies in advance.
To minimize privacy violations in such scenarios, systems could
adopt tripwires that automatically make content inaccessible whenever its actual exposure deviates significantly from the predicted
exposure, notifying the user of this divergence. Upon notification,
users can explicitly choose to keep the information inaccessible
or re-enable access to the information (and readjust the tripwires).
Alternatively, systems could allow users to specify tripwires that
upper-bound the views (e.g., no more than 10 views per day or
50 views in total). These tripwires could therefore play a role in
enforcing CI’s transmission principle even when content gains
unexpectedly large amounts of attention.
We expect that tripwire mechanisms can be easily enabled in
current systems like YouTube or Facebook. In fact, YouTube already
allows users to limit the total number of views to their videos to a
preset value of 50 (effectively providing a limited form of exposure
control) [26].
Aside from the challenges associated with predicting and controlling exposure, additional future research directions include building
interfaces to easily convey the predicted exposure of a set of content and reducing the overhead of fine-tuning exposure. There
are already a few systems that control exposure in specific contexts [16, 17]. However, addressing these challenges in the general
case would open new avenues for building online platforms that
could better enforce notions of CI.

6

CONCLUSION

In this work, we discussed the effectiveness of access control, the
traditional model for managing privacy, for enforcing CI in online
platforms. Through case studies, we point out the inadequacy of
access control, leading us to recommend exposure control as a candidate for better enforcing CI. We provide an initial implementation
framework for controlling exposure in online world. Consequently,
we identify the key challenges to build exposure-control-based management systems for better enforcing CI. These challenges provide
concrete future research directions to build practical CI-enforcing
systems in online platforms.
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